
if there are any missing parts or you have any questions regarding assembly, please call our customer 
service line on 1300 94 20 50

G. M5 allen key
           1 PC

H. M4 allen key
           1 pc

       I. spanner x1pc                              J.   connector double                                
                                                                              X 12pcs                                

(3). 2pcs

(4). 2pcs

care and cleaning

important safety information

customer service

   X 24pcs

(5). 1pc

 hardware list

double & king bed

parts list                                                   

A.25mm X 8pcs B.60mm X 6pcs

F.bendwood 

  

C.15mm X 4pcs D.nut X 6pcs E.connector single

・bed takes a standard mattress size

    X 24pcs

mild soap on a soft rag. rinse and dry thoroughly

(1). 1pc                         (2). 1pc

・please wipe down with a damp soft cloth prior to assembly to remove excess paint residue

(6). 2pcs

・do not use if parts are missing and do not substitute parts, contact incy interiors for  replacement parts

do not scratch or chip the finish. do not use abrasive chemicals for cleaning. clean with
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customer service

               the centre rail(5) acordingly,the Bendwood connector(E)(J) need to be press into the holes.
step6. slot in the double connector(J) with bendwood(F) at two end. Lastly fix in the double connector(J) onto 

service line on 1300 94 20 50

step1. fix The siderails(3)to the headboard(1) with M8x25mm JCBC screw(A).but do not tighten the screw yet      
               before assembling the cross bar(4) in Step 3.                                                                                                

step2. place the cross bar(4) under siderails(3).then tightly secure use 1/4"x60mm screw(B)with nut (D). 
             
step3. put the centre rail(5) on the cross bar(4).then tightly secure use 1/4"*60mm(B) with with nut (D).
            
step4. fix the 2 support Leg(6) to the centre rail(5) using 1/4"x15mm screw(C) underneath.please ensure that 
              the support Leg(6) is well tighten.  
           
step5. slot the bendwood(F) into single connector(E),then fix the single connector(E) onto the siderail(3)   
               holes.  

if there are any missing parts or you have any questions regarding assembly, please call our customer 
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